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ALGEBRAIC CONVERGENCE OF SCHOTTKY GROUPS

RICHARD D. CANARY

Abstract. A discrete faithful representation of the free group on g generators

Fg into Isom+(H3) is said to be a Schottky group if (H3 u Di-)/T is home-

omorphic to a handlebody Hg (where ZJr- is the domain of discontinuity for

T 's action on the sphere at infinity for H3). Schottky space ¿fg , the space of

all Schottky groups, is parameterized by the quotient of the Teichmüller space

^(Sg) of the closed surface of genus g by Modo(//f) where Modo(//Ä) is the

group of (isotopy classes of) homeomorphisms of Sg which extend to home-

omorphisms of Hg which are homotopic to the identity. Masur exhibited a

domain ff(Hg) of discontinuity for Modo(//f)'s action on PL(Sg) (the space

of projective measured laminations on Sg), so 3§(Hg) = tf(Hg)/Modo(Hg)

may be appended to 5?g as a boundary. Thurston conjectured that if a se-

quence {p¡: Fg —y Isom+(H3)} of Schottky groups converged into â§(Hg),

then it converged as a sequence of representations, up to subsequence and con-

jugation. In this paper, we prove Thurston's conjecture in the case where Hg

is homeomorphic to 5 x / and the length ¡^((dS)*) in N¡ = H3//?,(Fg) of

the closed geodesic(s) in the homotopy class of the boundary of S is bounded

above by some constant K.

1. Introduction

The techniques developed in Thurston's proof of his geometrization theo-

rem ([36, 37, 38], see also Ohshika [32]) give one a very good understanding

of deformations of hyperbolic structures on 3-manifolds with incompressible

boundary. In particular, one can often determine whether a sequence of convex

cocompact structures converges algebraically by looking at the limiting behav-
ior of their associated conformai structures at infinity. However, the theory

for manifolds with compressible boundary is not so well understood. A theo-

rem of Thurston's allows one to establish algebraic convergence of a sequence

of hyperbolic structures if one knows that the lengths of some doubly incom-

pressible (see below) system of curves is bounded, but this does not usually

allow one to understand convergence by looking at the conformai structures at

infinity. Handlebodies are the most basic examples of 3-manifolds with com-

pressible boundary; in this paper we will investigate algebraic convergence of

convex cocompact hyperbolic structures on handlebodies.

We will think of a Kleinian group as a discrete, faithful representation

p: G —y PSL2(C) with image T.   PSL2(C) may be identified, via the upper
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half-space model, with the group of orientation-preserving isometries of hyper-

bolic 3-space H3. Cu {00} , regarded as the sphere at infinity for H3, may be

divided into the limit set Lr for T's action on Cu{oo} and the domain of dis-

continuity L\ • A torsion-free Kleinian group T is said to be a Schottky group

of genus g if (H3 U Dj-)/T is homeomorphic to a handlebody Hg of genus

g. (See Maskit [25] for basic definitions in the theory of Kleinian groups.)

Given a homeomorphism h: Hg -> (H3 U Lr)/T we may think of H3/T as a

hyperbolic structure on the interior of Hg and L\/T as a conformai structure

on the boundary of Hg .
We may think of p: Fg -* PSL2(C) (where Fg denotes the free group on g

generators) as an isomorphism of T with nx(Hg). This isomorphism induces

a homotopy equivalence g: Hg —> (H3 U L\)/T. g is homotopic to many

different homeomorphisms h: Hg —> (H3 u F>r)/T■ If we precompose by any
homeomorphism j: Hg -> Hg which is homotopic to the identity h o j is ho-

motopic to g. Therefore the conformai structure on L\/T is only well defined

as an element of ^(Sg)/Modo(Hg) where &~(Sg) denotes the Teichmüller

space of all conformai structures on the closed surface Sg of genus g (up to

isotopy) and Wlodo(Hg) denotes the group of (isotopy classes of) homeomor-

phisms of Sg which extend to homeomorphisms of Hg which are homotopic

to the identity.
We will consider two Schottky groups px: Fg —y PSL2(C) and p2: Fg -»

PSL2(C) to be equivalent if they are conjugate representations. We define Schot-

tky space <9g to be the space of all (equivalence classes of) Schottky groups. It

is a theorem of Bers [3], Maskit [24], and Kra [23] that

<9>g*ST(Sg)/Mod0(Hg).

We define AH(Hg) to be

£>(F?,PSL2(C))/PSL2(C)

where D(Fg, PSL2(C)) denotes the space of discrete faithful representations

of Fg into PSL2(C) and the action of PSL2(C) is by conjugation. We re-
call that Schottky space S?g is an open subset of AH(Hg) (Bers [3]) and that

AH(Hg) is a closed subset of R(Fg, PSL2(C))/ PSL2(C) (Jorgensen [19]) where
R(Fg, PSL2(C)) denotes the space of all representations of Fg into PSL2(C).

A sequence of Schottky groups is said to converge algebraically if it converges

in AH(Hg).
The first really dramatic step in characterizing when sequences of Schottky

groups converge algebraically is due to Thurston [38] (see also Morgan-Shalen

[29, 30, 31]). Theorem 1.1 is a key step in Thurston's proof of his geometriza-

tion theorem. To state his theorem we need to recall the definition of a doubly

incompressible collection of curves.
A mutually disjoint, homotopically distinct system of simple, closed curves

X in the boundary d M of a compact (orientable) 3-manifold M is doubly

incompressible if

1. every compressible curve in dM intersects X at least three times,

2. there are no essential annuli (in M) with boundary in dM - X, and

3. every maximal abelian subgroup of nx (dM - X) is mapped to a maxi-

mal abelian subgroup of nx (M).
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(A curve y in M is said to be compressible if it is null-homotopic in M but

not in dM. A proper map /: (A, dA) -» (M, dM) of an annulus A into

M is said to be essential if /*: nx(A) -+ rei(Af) is an injection and / is not

homotopic as a map of pairs to a map /' such that f'(A) c dM.)
If X is a finite collection of null-homotopic closed curves in a hyperbolic

manifold N, ¡n(X* ) denotes the total length of their geodesic representatives in

N. We define AH(M, X, K) to be the set of all Kleinian groups p : nx (M) —>

PSL2(C) such that lW/r(X*) < K.

Theorem 1.1 (Thurston [38]). If X is a system of doubly incompressible curves

on dM, then AH(M, X, K) is compact for all K.

We now recall Thurston's compactification of Teichmüller space by the space

of projective measured laminations (see Kerckhoff [21], Fathi-Laudenbach-

Poenaru [13] or Wolf [41]). This compactification will serve to capture the

limiting behavior of the conformai structures.

Let Sg be a closed surface of genus g together with a fixed hyperbolic metric

To. A geodesic lamination on Sg is a closed subset L of Sg which is a disjoint

union of simple geodesies. A measured lamination is an invariant (with respect

to projection along L) measure on arcs transverse to some geodesic lamination

L with support on L. ML(Sg) is the space of all measured laminations on

5 and projective lamination space PL(Sg) is (ML(Sg) - {0})/R+ . We will
identify PL(Sg) with the set of measured laminations which have length 1.

If S g is a closed surface of genus g, PL(Sg) is a sphere of dimension 6g -

7 which may be identified as the boundary of the Teichmüller space of Sg ,

i.e. ^(Sg) U PL(Sg) = B6g-6. This compactification is natural in the sense

that the action of the mapping class group J?(Sg) of Sg on ¿F(Sg) extends

continuously to an action on t7~(Sg) U PL(Sg). (The mapping class group
J?(Sg) is the group of isotopy classes of homeomorphism of Sg .)

Masur [26] studied the action of Modo(Hg) on PL(Sg). We will say that a

projective measured lamination is in %? if its support is a collection of com-

pressible (in Hg) closed curves in Sg . Masur proved that the limit set 2? of

the action of TAodo(Hg) on PL(Sg) is the closure of ß?, and that Modo(//g)
acts properly discontinuously on cf(Hg), the set of all laminations in PL(Sg)
which have nonzero intersection with every lamination in ¿zf. (f(Hg) is called

the Masur domain. (Kerckhoff [22] proved that cf(Hg) has full measure in

PL(Sg).) Recall that the limit set is defined to be the smallest closed Modo(Hg)-
invariant subset of PL(Sg). It will be useful to note that 2? is also the limit

set for the action of Mod(Hg), the group of all (isotopy classes of) homeomor-

phisms of Sg which extend to homeomorphisms of Hg, and that Mod(Hg)

also acts properly discontinuously on cf(Hg).

We can therefore adjoin (f(Hg)/Modo(Hg) = âê(Hg) to S?g as a sort of

"boundary," just as we append Dr/F as the boundary at infinity of a hyperbolic

manifold. This "boundary" does not give a compactification of Schottky space!

We can think of membership in the Masur domain as a generalization of

double incompressibility:

Proposition 1.2 (Otal [33]). If I £ cf(Hg) and C is a compressible curve, then

i(X, C) > 0, there are no essential annuli with boundary in dM - X, and every

maximal abelian subgroup of nx(dM - X) is mapped to a maximal abelian

subgroup of nx(M).
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Since Masur domain laminations are generalizations of doubly incompress-

ible systems of curves, it is natural to conjecture that if the length of a Masur

domain lamination is bounded for a sequence of Schottky groups that the se-

quence converges (up to subsequence). We will now formalize this conjecture

in a way which is reminiscent of Thurston's double limit theorem [37].

Given a divergent sequence {p¡} £ 5^g we consider its parameterization

as pi — t, € £T(Sg)IWiodo(Hg). We say that {/?,} converges into the Masur

domain if {t,} converges into ¿¡§(Hg). In more basic language, a sequence

of Schottky groups {/?,} converges into the Masur domain if and only if there

exists a sequence of conformai structures {t,} e ^(Sg) (consistent with {t,})

converging to p £ cf(Hg) in Thurston's compactification of Teichmüller space

by PL(Sg). When we say f, is consistent with t, we mean that f¡ is a lift of

TieF(Sg)/Moào{Hg) to Fißg).

Conjecture 1.3 (Thurston). If a sequence {p¡} in <9g converges into the Masur

domain, then {/>,} has a convergent subsequence in AH(M).

Remark. This conjecture is a particular case of a very general conjecture about

the algebraic convergence of sequences of convex cocompact Kleinian groups

(see [11]).
In this paper we obtain a partial answer to Conjecture 1.3, unfortunately we

will still need to assume some internal information about lengths of curves in

the 3-manifold.
Any handlebody has many representations as S x I where S is a surface

with boundary. For example, the handlebody of genus two can be represented

in various ways as the punctured torus xl and the thrice punctured sphere xl.

¡N¡((dS)*) will denote the lengths of the geodesic representatives in N¡ of the

collection of curves which make up the boundary of S.

Main Theorem. Let {p¡} be a sequence of Schottky groups converging into the

Masur domain. If Hg = S x I and lNi((dS)*) < K (where N¡ = H3/pi(Fg))
for all i and some K, then {p¡} has a convergent subsequence in AH(Hg).

The basic logic of the argument is the same as in the proof of the double

limit theorem. Consider a sequence {t,} in ^(Sg) consistent with {/j,} and

converging to p £ cf(Hg). We know that there exists a sequence of measured

laminations p¡ (of unit length in to) converging to p suchthat lTi(p¡) con-

verges to zero. We then see, in §§2 and 3, that the length of p¡ in A7, converges

to zero also, and explain what that means.

In §4 we analyze the structure of the laminations within the manifold; each

Masur domain lamination is associated to a current in the handlebody, and thus

on 5". We then show that any Masur domain current binds S, in the sense that

for all F the set of surfaces in ¿7~(S) on which this current has length less than

F is precompact in the Fricke space of all hyperbolic structures on S.
In §5, we show that currents in N (which do not "wind" too much about

components of dS) may be represented by currents of similar length on a

pleated surface whose pleating locus' only compact leaves are components of

d S. Within each of the hyperbolic manifolds associated to our sequence of

Schottky groups we can form such a pleated surface, and the above analysis

shows that the hyperbolic structures on these pleated surfaces converges. Thus

our sequence of representations converges algebraically.
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In §6, we explicitly assemble the proof and state an internal version of our

main theorem which follows from our technique of proof. We will also discuss,

briefly, the tree-theoretic approach to this theorem.
I would like to thank Sergio Fenley, Curt McMullen, Yair Minsky, Jean-

Pierre Otal, and Bill Thurston for their help at various stages of this project. I

would like to thank Howard Masur and the referee for their comments on the

original version of this paper. The results in this paper formed a portion of my

Ph.D. thesis completed at Princeton University under the supervision of Bill

Thurston.

2. Realizations of Masur domain laminations

In this section we will review some of Otal's [33] important work on re-

alizations of Masur domain laminations within hyperbolic 3-manifolds. By

a realization of a lamination X we will mean a pleated surface p: Sg -» N

such that p(X) is a collection of geodesies and p is homotopic to the inclu-
sion i: dHg —► Hg . We recall the definition of pleated surfaces (see [39], [36]

and/or [12] for a detailed discussion of pleated surfaces). Pleated surfaces are

a powerful tool for understanding the image of a lamination in a hyperbolic

3-manifold.

Definition 2.1. A pleated surface in a hyperbolic 3-manifold A is a surface 5

with a hyperbolic metric x of finite area (such that each component of dS is

a geodesic), together with a map p: (S, x) -* N which is an isometry with

respect to the metric t on S such that every x £ S is in the interior of some

geodesic arc which is mapped by p to a geodesic arc in /V.1

Also, p must take any cusp of S to a cusp of N. A point x £ S is in the

pleating locus if it is in the interior of only one geodesic arc which is mapped

to a geodesic arc.

We recall that the pleating locus is a geodesic lamination which is mapped

to a union of geodesies in N and that the complement of the pleating locus

is mapped totally geodesically. Otal demonstrated that every Masur domain

lamination has a realization by a pleated surface.

Proposition 2.2 (Otal [33]). Let T be a Schottky group, and h a fixed identifica-
tion of (H3Ul>r)/r with Hg . If X £ cf(Hg) and N = H3/T, then there exists a
pleated surface p: (Sg, t) —> N homotopic to the inclusion i: dHg —> Hg which

maps X to a collection of geodesies in N.

If A is a geodesic lamination which a pleated surface takes to a collection of

geodesies there is an associated projective map P: X —> P(A) (where P(A) is

the projective tangent bundle of N) which takes a point x on a leaf / of X to

the vector in P(N) lying above x and in the direction of /.

Proposition 2.3 (Otal [33]). If p: (Sg, x) -» N is a pleated surface and X is

a geodesic lamination which is mapped to a collection of geodesies in N and
contains the support of a Masur domain lamination, then P is a homeomorphism

onto its image.

1 By an isometric map we mean a map which takes rectifiable arcs in S to rectifiable arcs of the

same length in N .
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We want to think of the image of a Masur domain lamination as a current

in N so we must recall the definition of a current (see Bonahon [7, 8, 9] for a

complete discussion of currents).

The convex core of a hyperbolic 3-manifold is the smallest convex subman-

ifold such that the inclusion map is a homotopy equivalence. N is said to be

convex cocompact if its convex core is compact. Notice that if F is a Schottky

group, its convex core is a handlebody of genus g and hence N = H3/T is

convex cocompact.

A (geodesic) current on a hyperbolic manifold A is a (positive) transverse

invariant measure on the geodesic flow of N whose support is contained within

the projective tangent bundle of the convex core. (Equivalently, if N = H"/T,

we may think of a current as a T-invariant measure on Lr x Lr - A.) We

denote the space of currents on N by 'ë'(N). If the support of a current c

is a closed geodesic we define the length of c, In(c) , to be the length of that

closed geodesic times the transverse measure of c. In extends to a linear map

Im'. ̂ (N) ->R+u {0} which is continuous if N is convex cocompact [9].

If A is a hyperbolic surface and a and ß are two closed geodesies on

N which intersect transversely we define their geometric intersection number

i(a, ß) to be the number of points in afl/3 . i extends to a symmetric, bilinear

map

i:ff(N)xW(N)^R+U{0}

which is again continuous if N is convex cocompact [7]. The measured lami-

nations on N may be identified with the currents c such that i(c, c) = 0.

If N — Hs/T and N' = H'/T' are homotopy equivalent convex cocompact

hyperbolic manifolds, then this homotopy equivalence induces a homeomor-

phism h: Lr —> Lp (see Floyd [14]) and hence an identification of W(N) with

W(N'), in this way it is reasonable to speak of the same current in homotopy
equivalent hyperbolic manifolds. If S = H2/T and S' = H2/T' are two home-

omorphic convex cocompact hyperbolic surfaces then the identification of W(S)

to W(S') preserves intersection number but not length. We can thus think of

W(Sg) and ML(Sg) as being topological objects with well-defined intersection

number independent of the hyperbolic structure on Sg .

In particular, if T is a Schottky group and we are given a homotopy equiv-

alence of N = H3/r with a convex cocompact hyperbolic surface So, then

W(N) is identified with W(So) ■ This identification will be central to our proof,

as we will identify Hg with S x I where S is a compact surface.

Let T be a Schottky group and N = H3/T. Every lamination X £ tf(Hg)
which has as support a collection of closed geodesies, is associated by its pleated

surface realization to a collection of geodesies in N. We may now think of this

set of geodesies as a current on N, where we give each geodesic the same

measure as the associated component of X ; denote this current F(X). Otal has

shown that F extends to a map F: (f(Hg) —> W(N) where F(X) is a current

with support p(X) where X is mapped to a collection of geodesies in N by the

pleated surface p: (Sg, x) —> N. (Recall that we represent p £ cf(Hg) by the

unit length measured lamination in its class.) The support of this current is the

image of A by a pleated surface which maps X isometrically. If X = h(X') where

h is the homeomorphism of PL(Sg) induced by an element of Modo(//S) then

F(X) = F(X') so F descends to a map F: 3§(Hg) - &(N).
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Theorem 2.4 (Otal [33]). F: 3S(Hg) -» W(N) is a homeomorphism of 3§(Hg)
onto its image in W(N).

Remark. In the proof of our main theorem it is only necessary to use the fact

that F is injective and continuous.

3. The Poincaré metric

In this section we will convert information about the limiting behavior of

the conformai structures to usable information about the internal geometry of

the associated sequence of hyperbolic manifolds. We will first introduce the

proposition which will allow us to make this conversion.

Proposition 3.1 [10]. Given A > 0, there exists K such that if T is a finitely

generated Kleinian group such that every compressible curve on F = D(T)/T has

length (in the Poincaré metric on R) greater than A, and y is a curve on R,

then lN(y*) < KlR(y) where N = H3/T.

The following corollary follows directly from Proposition 3.1, since length

is continuous in both ML(Sg) and W(N). (Notice that if A is a measured

lamination whose projective class lies in the Masur domain, then X-kp where

p is a unit length representative of X 's projective class, so we may define F (X) =
kF(p).)

Corollary 3.2. If F is a Schottky group such that every compressible curve in

R = L\/F has length (in the Poincaré metric on R) greater than A and X £
ML(Sg) is a measured lamination whose projective class lies in tf(Hg), then

lN(F(X)) < KlR(X)

where N = H3/T and K is as in Proposition 3.1.

The limiting behavior of the conformai geometry is captured by the following

property of Thurston's compactification:

Theorem 3.3 (Thurston). Let Sg be a closed surface of genus g, and xn e
&~(Sg) a sequence of hyperbolic structures converging to p £ PL(Sg) in the

Thurston compactification of ¿7~(Sg). Then there exists a sequence of measured

laminations pn £ ML(Sg) and K > 0, such that for any current c £ W(Sg)

i(pn , c) + KlXa(c) > I,„(c) > i(pn , c).

Also, lx„(Pn) remains bounded and the sequence of projective classes {[p„]} con-

verges to p.

Remark. Thurston has never written down a proof of this property although it

can be proven using the techniques of [40]. This theorem is essentially proven

in Lemma II. 1 in exposé 8 in Fathi-Laudenbach-Poenaru [13], it only remains to

notice that the proof applies equally well to all closed curves and to identify the

combinatorial constant obtained as F/To(c). The theorem may also be proved

using the techniques of Wolf [41]. In fact we only need to use the fact that

k„(Pn)lhçi(Pn) goes to zero and that lr„(c) > i(p„ , c) for all c £ ^(S). These

facts are easier to prove than the whole theorem and can be obtained as in

Lemma 4.6 and Corollary 4.5(c) in [41].
In order to use Corollary 3.2 we need the following lemma.
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Lemma 3.4. Let {pj} be a sequence in 5?g converging into the Masur domain

and A>0 some constant. There exists a J such that if j > J, Sj £ ¿T(Sg) is

consistent with Pj, and y is any compressible curve in Sg,

lsj(?)>A.

Proof of 3.4. Let {t;} € &~(Sg) be a sequence of conformai structures on Sg

consistent with {pj} and converging to p £ (f(Hg) and let {pj} be the se-

quence given by Theorem 3.3. Suppose there exist compressible curves m¡

with length less than A for arbitrarily large j . This would imply, by Theorem

3.3, that i(m¡, pf) < A . Then {mj/lTo(mj)} converges (up to subsequence) to

m £ J¿? c ML(Sg) such that i(m, p) = 0 which contradicts p 's presence in

the Masur domain. This implies that there exists some J such that if j > J ,

any compressible curve has length greater than A in x¡. But since the set of

compressible curves is invariant by any element of Modo(Hg) and o¡ = h(xj)
for some h £ Modo(LT?) the lemma follows.

We now combine all the above analysis to obtain the precise statement which

we use in our proof.

Corollary 3.5. If {p¡: Fg -> Isom+(H3)} is a sequence of Schottky groups con-

verging to p £ £%(Hg), then there exists a sequence of currents c, = F(p¡)

converging to F(p), such that /\(c;) goes to zero (where N¡ = H3/pi(Fg)).

Proof of 3.5. Let {t,} be a sequence of conformai structures on Sg consistent

with {pi} and converging to p £ cf(Hg) (where p is a lift of p £ &(Hg) to

cf(Hg)). Let pi be as in Theorem 3.3, p'¡ = p¡/lTo(p¡) and c, = F(p'i). Notice
that since the Masur domain is an open set, there exists some / such that for

all i > I, Pi is in the Masur domain. When i < I we may choose p¡ to be

any Masur domain lamination.

Then by Proposition 3.1 and Lemma 3.4, there exists K > 0 such that for
large enough i

lNi(Ci)<KlM)-

But we also know that /t,.(/í¿) converges to 0.

4. Masur domain currents bind

We now suppose that we have a fixed homeomorphism of Hg to S x I where

S is a compact surface with boundary. In particular, this induces a fixed isomor-

phism of nx(Hg) and nx(S). So given a Schottky group p: nx(Hg) -* PSL2(C),

this gives a well-defined (up to homotopy) homotopy equivalence of N = H3/T

with S. If we give the interior So of S a convex cocompact hyperbolic struc-

ture To then this induces an identification of W(N) with W(So). The convex

core of »So is homeomorphic to S and all our currents live on the convex core,
so we will identify ^(Sq) with 'ë'(S). So we will think of our original map

F: &(Hg) -» W(N), as a map F:^(Hg) - W(S).
In this section we will undertake an analysis of the currents on S which

arise as images, by the map F, of Masur domain laminations. We will call

such currents Masur domain currents. Our aim is to prove that Masur domain

currents "bind" S.

4.1 The topology of Masur domain currents. In this section we prove that

Masur domain currents intersect every measured lamination on S which does
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not consist entirely of components of dS. Results in this section overlap with

results of Floyd [15] and Otal [33].
Let MLt(S) denote the set of measured laminations on S such that all half-

leaves either do not intersect the boundary or intersect the boundary (which

is a collection of geodesies) perpendicularly. Let MLj(S) denote the set of

laminations in MLt(S) which do not contain any component of dS as a leaf.

Notice that PLt(S) and PL^(S) are both compact, where we may think of

PLT(S) as the set of laminations in MLt(S) which have unit length. (Notice

that we could think of measured laminations in MLT(S) as the restrictions of

measured laminations on So ■ Alternatively we can identify MLT(S) with the

set of measured laminations on DS, the double of S, which are invariant with

respect to the obvious involution.)

Theorem 4.1. A Masur domain current intersects every lamination in ML^(S).

Proof of '4.1. Suppose that c = F (p.) does not intersect a homotopically non-

trivial simple closed curve y on S. Then if fy denotes the Dehn twist (of S)

about y, f* (c) = c. Therefore if h denotes the twist about the annulus y x I

in S x I, F(h(p)) = F(p) which contradicts Theorem 2.4.
Now suppose that i(c, X) — 0 for some minimal lamination X, either there

exists e > 0 such that the support of c does not intersect the e-neighborhood

of A or A is a component of c. In the first case either the e-neighborhood of

X contains a homotopically trivial closed curve (in which case c misses that
curve) or the support of X contains a bi-infinite geodesic / each of whose ends

intersects the convex core perpendicularly. We may then form a homotopically

nontrivial curve y which c does not intersect by appending arcs in the boundary

of the convex core to the intersection of / with the convex core. Thus, as above,

c is fixed by the Dehn twist about y and p cannot lie in the Masur domain.

Now suppose that X is a component of c. If A is not filling, i.e. if one

of its complementary regions is not either simply connected or a half-open

annulus including dS, then the boundary of the e-neighborhood contains a

homotopically nontrivial simple closed curve which is not homotopic to dS
and which c must not intersect. Therefore X must be filling, and thus X must
be equal to c.

If p projects to a lamination X on S which is not a simple closed geodesic,

we then show that we may approximate p by laminations whose projections

are simple closed geodesies on S. Since none of these laminations lies in the

Masur domain (by the argument given in the first paragraph of the proof), p

itself cannot lie in the Masur domain. Recall that this lamination has support

contained entirely in the interior of the convex core. We will present two,

essentially equivalent, ways to construct this approximation.

Here is the first technique: form two pleated surfaces both of which contain

F(p) in their image one with base surface S, denoted p: (S, x) —y N, wahich

maps A to a collection of geodesies in N and the other with base surface Sg ,

denoted p': (Sg, x') -> N, which maps p to the same collection of geodesies

in N. One may construct an approximation of F(p) by a sequence of simple

closed curves y¡ (on p(S)) obtained by running along a boundary leaf of F(p)

for a long time and then joining the two ends by a short arc (see [12], for
example). We now wish to realize this approximation (on S) by a simple

closed curve on dHg which projects to the same geodesic in N, i.e. we wish to
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construct embeddings r¡ : y¡ -» Sg in such a way that r,(y,) is near to p and so

that /?' o r¡(y¡) is homotopic to y¡. First, r, maps the portion of y¡ which lies

on F(p) to the portion of p identified with it by p'. We then only need to

decide where the short arc is mapped. The short arc (on p(S)) is made up of a
(at most) countable number of short intervals in the complement of F(p) and

a closed set which lies on F(p), again we identify the part which lies on F(p)

pointwise with its pre-image (on p) under p'. So we need only say how to map

in an interval running from a boundary leaf to a boundary leaf. Any boundary

leaf in F(p) is the image of a boundary leaf of p and two leaves of F(p) are

asymptotic if and only if the associated leaves in p are. However, the pleating

locus of p' may contain some numbers of isolated leaves which lie between the

two associated boundary leaves on Sg . However, if our arc was chosen short

enough we are in a neighborhood of the "spike" of the two boundary leaves

which looks simply like the identification of some finite number of "spikes" of

ideal triangles. Thus we may simply move across along horocycles in the spike.

The result clearly has the desired properties.

A second, perhaps simpler, way to look at this same proof is via train tracks

in 3-manifolds. Consider the intersection of a small neighborhood U of F(p)

in N with a small neighborhood of p'(p) in p'(dHg) and the intersection

of U with a small neighborhood of p(X) in p(S). These intersections give

train-tracks in dHg and S, respectively, which carry laminations which define

the same currents in N. (See Bonahon [7] for a discussion of train tracks.)

But the train track on S carries simple closed curves arbitrarily close to A,

thus there exist laminations (on dHg) arbitrarily near to p which project to

currents associated to simple closed curves on S.

To complete the proof of our main theorem we will need the following lemma

which assures us that no component of a Masur domain lamination projects to

a component of dS.

Lemma 4.2. No component of a Masur domain lamination is homotopic (in Hg)

to a component of dS.

Proof of 4.2. Let y be a component of a Masur domain lamination p . Suppose

y is homotopic to a component of dS.

If S has more than one component then y is homotopic to a generator of

nx(Hg). Therefore, if we attach a 2-handle Dy to Hg along y, the resulting

manifold HgllDy has as fundamental group the free group on g-\ generators.

Hence, HgL)Dy is a handlebody of genus g- 1. Therefore, see Jaco [18], there

is a compressible curve ß on dHg which is disjoint from y. Notice that

we may assume that ß is nonseparating, because if ß separated Sg, then ß

would bound a disk D in Hg and ßuD would separate Hg . In which case, the

component of Hg-(ßliD) which does not contain y is a handlebody of lower

genus, and would itself contain a compressible curve which was nonseparating

on Sg. Moreover, y itself must be nonseparating. We may then choose an
embedded arc k with its endpoints on ß which intersects y once and ß
only at its endpoints and approaches ß from opposite sides. Let C be the

compressible curve constructed by running around ß across k , around ß again

and backwards across k . Notice that C is compressible and is homotopic to a

simple closed geodesic a. Then if Z)"(q) is the curve obtained by Dehn twisting

a  n times about y, D"(a) is compressible (for all n) and {D^(a)/lz(D"(a))}
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converges to y/lT(y), so y is a limit of a sequence of compressible curves and

thus is contained in ¿¿?. Therefore, by definition (since i(p, y) = 0), p cannot

lie in the Masur domain.

Now suppose that S has only one boundary component. We may again

attach a 2-handle Dy to Hg along y . nx(Hg UDy) is isomorphic to the fun-

damental group of a closed surface Tg/2 of genus g/2, and thus, by basic
3-manifold theory (see Hempel [17]), Hg U Dy is homeomorphic to Tg¡2 x I.

Thus there is a homeomorphism of Hg to S x I where y is homotopic to

dS x {¿} (see Gordon [16]). y is thus disjoint from the boundary of some

essential annulus A (obtained as ß x I for some curve ß in S) and is there-

fore fixed by the twist about the annulus A and hence does not itself lie in the

Masur domain. If A is any other component of p it may be approximated by

nonseparating simple closed curves y¡ each of which misses a nonseparating

compressible curve, and thus, as above, lies in ¿¿?. (Notice that each of these

nonseparating curves y¡ projects to a simple closed curve on S which is homo-

topic to a generator of nx(S), so we also could have proceeded as in the first

paragraph of the proof to show that y¡ lies in J?.) Therefore, A lies in 5?

and p itself cannot lie in the Masur domain.

4.2 Binding currents. We first recall that the Fricke space ¡T(S) of a surface

S with boundary is the closure of the embedding of J~(S) into

D(nx(S), PSL2(R))/PSL2(R)

(see Bers-Gardiner [4]). &~(S) consists of the Teichmüller space !T(S) of

all hyperbolic structures on the surface with geodesic boundary union the Te-

ichmüller spaces of all the surfaces which arise by pinching components of the

boundary. (Notice that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set

of hyperbolic structures on S with geodesic boundary and the set of complete

hyperbolic structures on So .) In the Fenchel-Nielsen coordinates (see Abikoff

[1]), if S is a surface of genus g with b geodesic boundary components (this

is sometimes called a surface of type (g, 0, b)),

f(S) = R* x R* x R3*"3 x R* x R3*"3

where the first b coordinates are the lengths of the boundary geodesies, the next

b + 3 g - 3 coordinates are lengths of internal curves, and the last b + 3 g - 3

coordinates measure twist. In these same coordinates,

¿T(S) = (R+ U {0})* x R* x R3/"3 x Rb x R3*"3 .

We will need to make use of the following theorem, which is a simple gener-

alization of Thurston's compactification theorem for the Teichmüller space of

a closed surface.

Theorem 4.3. Let S be a compact hyperbolic surface with geodesic boundary (i.e.

of type (g ,0, b)), and x„ £ ¿?~(S) a sequence of hyperbolic metrics leaving all

compact subsets of¿7~(S). Then there exists a subsequence {«,} and a sequence

of measured laminations pnj £ MLT(S) and K > 0, such that for any current

c
i(pn¡, c) + KlXo(c) > lXn. (c) > i(pn¡, c).

Also, lT„(pnj) remains bounded.
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Remark. Thurston does not explicitly deal with the case of surfaces with geode-

sic boundary, but we may obtain the result by considering DS, the double of

S, which is formed by attaching two copies of 5 at their boundary. If we

have a sequence of hyperbolic structures xn on S, they induce, by doubling, a

sequence of hyperbolic structures Dxn on DS. If we follow Fathi-Laudenbach-

Poenaru's proof of Theorem 3.3 we need only make sure that at each stage

the pair of pants decomposition ^ is invariant with respect to the obvious

involution. In Wolfs approach one need only choose the base metric a on

DS to be invariant with respect to the obvious involution of DS, then the

sequence {pn} obtained in Theorem 3.3 will also be invariant with respect to

the involution. This argument yields the above result.

We will say that a current binds S if given F > 0 the subset of the Te-

ichmüller space &~(S) on which the length of c is < F is precompact in

&~(S). One case of binding is the case used in [37], where Thurston proves that

the union of two laminations which cut up a closed surface into certain simple

pieces binds. One can generalize the discussion in [37] to prove

Proposition 4.4. A current c on a surface S binds if and only if i(X, c) > 0 for

all X £ ML°T(S0) ■

The motivation behind all this work was to prove that Masur domain currents

bind which is now an easy consequence of Proposition 4.4 and Theorem 4.1.

Corollary 4.5. If Hg — S x I, any Masur domain current binds S.

Proof of 4.4. It is easy to see that if a current binds it must intersect every

measured lamination X £ ML\(S). If i(X, c) = 0 we may use A to obtain

a divergent sequence of hyperbolic structures in which 1(c) remains bounded.

This sequence may be obtained by pinching S along A using either stretch

maps [40] or harmonic maps [41]. (It is sometimes helpful to think of pinching

the doubled surface along DX.)
To prove the converse, let x„ be a sequence in ¿F(S) such that lT„(c) < K

for all n and {t„} does not have a convergent subsequence in ^(S). We then

pass to a subsequence (without changing the notation) given by Theorem 4.3.

Let {pn} be as in Theorem 4.3. Notice that

P-n=^2 r„(y)[Y] + fi'„
yedS

where p'„ £ MLj(S) and [y] is a unit length (in To) representative of y.

There exists a finite collection {yx, ... , y^} of curves on S, none of which is

homotopic to a boundary component, such that £,._, lx„(Vi) *s bounded if and

only if pn converges (up to subsequence) in J~(S). (For example, we may

take the images of a doubly incompressible system of curves on the handlebody

S x I.) By Theorem 4.3, this implies that i(y¡, p„) = i(y¡, p'n) goes to infinity

for some i, in particular lTo(p'„) goes to infinity. But the set of laminations

in MLT(S) whose length is 1 is compact so there exists a minimum for c 's

intersection number with any such lamination. This implies that i(c, p'„), and

thus /T„(c), goes to infinity, which is a contradiction.
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In the proof of our main theorem we will use a property which is implicit in

the technique of proof but not formally contained in the statement of Proposi-
tion 4.4.

Proposition 4.6. Let c be a current which binds S and {cn} a sequence of
currents converging to c, and {x„} a sequence of hyperbolic metrics on S such

that lx„(c„) < K. Then {xn} converges in !T(S) (up to subsequence) to a

hyperbolic metric x on S such that lx(c) <K.

5.  EFFICIENCY OF PLEATED SURFACES

We now obtain a refined version of efficiency of pleated surfaces (see Thurston

[37]), which gives us information about currents as well as laminations. Roughly,

any current in the 3-manifold (which does not wind too much about any com-

ponent of dS) has a representative of reasonably similar length on a pleated

surface with a finite leaved pleating locus whose only compact leaves are com-

ponents of dS.

5.1 Alternation number. We first extend Thurston's definition of the alterna-

tion number a(X, p) of a measured lamination p with a finite-leaved maximal

lamination A on S, to the situation of currents. The discussion is almost
the same as in [37], and if you are familiar with that discussion it is probably

unnecessary to read this section.

Let A be a finite-leaved geodesic lamination with support in S. We will say

that A is maximal if every component of S - X is an ideal triangle. First we

define the alternation number of a closed curve c with a finite-leaved maximal

lamination A. If c is a leaf of A we define a(X, c) = 0. Otherwise there is

a countable set of intersections of A with c. If x and y are two consecutive

intersections of A with c, then x and y lie on two sides of an ideal triangle

in B - X, so the leaves of A through x and y are asymptotic. If x, y,

and z are three consecutive intersections of X with c, we will say that y is

a boundary intersection if the leaves of A through x and y are asymptotic on

the opposite side of c from the side on which the leaves of A through y and
z are asymptotic. See Figure 1.

If a point y of A n c is an accumulation point of intersections, then the leaf

of A through y is closed and the leaves of A near y spiral towards this closed

Figure 1. The two types of boundary intersections
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leaf on both sides. We call y a boundary intersection if the direction of spiraling

on the two sides is different. We now define the alternation number a(X, c) to

be the number of boundary intersections. Notice that a(X, c) is always finite

since the boundary intersection points are isolated.

We may similarly decide which points of A U c are boundary intersections of

the support of a general current c with A, and define a(X, c) to be the total

transverse omeasure of the set of boundary intersections. In fact,

Proposition 5.1. For a fixed finite-leaved maximal lamination X on a surface S,

a(X,c) is a finite-valued continuous function on ^(S).

Proof of SA. This proof is essentially a reiteration of the proof given in [37] for

measured laminations. We will construct a continuous function C(X) on P(S)

such that

a(X,c)= [    C(X)dc
JP(S)

for all c£&(S).
Every isolated leaf / of A, lifted to the universal cover, separates two ideal

triangles whose union forms an ideal quadrilateral. If a geodesic m crosses /

it gives a boundary intersection if and only if it passes through opposite sides

of the quadrilateral.
We now choose a particular continuous function defined on [0, 1] which is

0 at the endpoints and whose integral is 1. By scaling this gives a continuous

function defined on any interval whose integral is 1 and which is defined to be

0 at the endpoints.
For each quadrilateral defined by removing a leaf /, and for each geodesic

which intersects opposite sides of that quadrilateral scale the above function to

the intersection of the geodesic with the quadrilateral and lift to P(H2). We de-
fine C(X) by adding up over all quadrilaterals and all geodesies (at each point of

P(H2)). Notice that at each point there are at most three contributions and that

each contribution is continuous on its quadrilateral of definition, since as a leaf
intersecting opposite sides of the quadrilateral approaches one that does not, the
length of the interval goes tojnfinity. This function was defined equivariantly

so it descends to a function C(X) on P(S) with the desired properties.

If a is any closed leaf of A with leaves of A spiraling in opposite directions

about it, we add to C(X) a unit contribution for every geodesic which crosses

a, supported entirely on a small neighborhood of a. The result, C(X), is still

continuous.

Remark. Alternation number does not depend on the underlying hyperbolic

structure on S.

5.2 Winding about the boundary. We now need to formalize what we mean

when we say that c does not wind too much about dS. Let c be a current
on 5 which does not contain any component of dS. (Recall, that we have
defined our currents to have their support within the convex core.) Let fo be

a hyperbolic metric of finite area on So, i.e. we have pinched all the funnels

to cusps. Let (S0, xQ) = H2/f and (S0, x0) = H2/T. In [14] Floyd showed
that there is a map of Lr to Lp (induced by the topological identification of

■So with itself) which is one-to-one except that it identifies the fixed points of
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elements of F which are parabolic in f. So if c £ W(S) does not contain a

component of dS it is identified with a well-defined current c £ W(Sq, to) .

To formalize what we mean by "winding too much about the boundary" we

need to recall the thick-thin decomposition of a hyperbolic manifold. We recall

that the injectivity radius of a hyperbolic «-manifold A at a point x, de-

noted m.)N(x), is defined to be half of the length of the shortest (homotopically

nontrivial) loop through x. There exists a constant p„ , called the Margulis

constant, such that if e < p„ and

NmD{e) = {x £ N\inj(x) < e}

then every component of Athin(£) has abelian fundamental group (see Thurston

[39] or Morgan [27]). If n = 2 every component of Athin(E) is either a cusp

(i.e. a horosphere in H2 modulo a parabolic action of Z) or a cylindrical

neighborhood of a closed geodesic. If n = 3 every component of Athin(E) is

either a cusp (i.e. a horoball in H3 modulo a parabolic action of either Z or

Z © Z) or a solid torus neighborhood of a geodesic.

We define

ôdS(c) = max{e|c € Sthick(e)}.

(One could obtain more precise results by requiring that S have no thin parts

other than the cusps associated to components of dS, but this will not be

necessary for our work.) It would seem that S would depend strongly on the

hyperbolic structure of S. However, the following lemma tells us that ô gives

us a rough idea how far c travels into the thin part associated to any component

of dS (if there is one) for any hyperbolic structure on S.

Lemma 5.2. If ôds(c) > e, then there exist e' (depending only on e) such that

if x is any hyperbolic structure on So then the support of c on (So, x) never

enters the interior of a component of (So, T)thin(E') corresponding to dS.

Proof of 5.2. We will first prove the lemma for all hyperbolic structures on S in

which each component of dS corresponds to a cusp. We translate the statement

àds(c) > 6 into a statement about lifts of leaves of c in the universal cover.

Roughly it means that there exists some F > 0 such that if / is the lift of any

leaf of c, y is a parabolic curve corresponding to a component of dS, and T

is an isometry of H2 covering y, then there exist at most F F-translates of / 's

rightmost endpoint between / 's two endpoints. To see this normalize so that
T is z h-> z + 1. How far / enters the thin part is determined (exactly) by the

(Euclidean) distance between the endpoints of /. This distance is determined

up to the nearest integer by the ordering of the limit set (this may be measured

by looking at how many of the translates of the attracting fixed point under

(zhz + 1) lie between the attracting and repelling fixed points). In particular,

if there are n translates between the two endpoints, then / must enter the \-

thin part, but it cannot enter the ^-thin part. We recall that the ordering of the

limit set is an invariant of the group, so the number of translates is completely
determined by / 's endpoints and does not depend on the hyperbolic structure.

So given e > ^ we may choose e' = j^ .

If some component y of dS is noncuspidal, we normalize so that T(z)

= Xz (where A > 1) and such that / 's leftmost endpoint lies at 1. If Sgs(c) >

jj32 > tnen at most « - 1   F-translates of 1 lie between 1 and / 's rightmost
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endpoint. Thus, / 's rightmost endpoint lies between 1 and A" . The dis-

tance a point is translated by F is determined entirely by its (hyperbolic) dis-

tance to the y-axis. No point on / is closer to the y-axis than r(X, n) - 1 +

(An - l)z'/2, so every point on / is translated (by T) a distance less than

d(X, n) — d(r(X, n), Xr(X, n)). But (by using formulas in §7.2 of Beardon [2])

we see that

u^o     x     ,     (A-l)2(A2"-2A" + 5)
coshd(X, n) = 1+     2X{X2n_2Xn + l)     ■

We now observe that
2

limcoshi/(A, n) = 1 H—T .
Ai-i n2

Thus we can find 4>(n) (depending only on n) such that if A < e^n), then

d(X, n) > 4>(n). Thus every point on / is translated a distance greater than

4>(n). Therefore if Sgs(c) > -zhj > we may choose e' to be min{f/J(«), ^} .

We also need to know that every current c with ôds(c) > e may be approx-

imated by a sequence of currents c, which are linear combinations of closed

curves with ods(c¡) > e. But if one reviews the proof that closed curves are
dense in W(S) (see for example the proof in Bonahon [9] or [6]), the first

step produces a linear combination of closed curves which are near to c in the

Hausdorff topology on supports as well as in the current space. We state this as:

Lemma 5.3. Any current c e fê(S) such that ôgs(c) > e may be approximated

by currents c¡ which have as support a finite collection of closed geodesies and

such that SdS(Ci) > e for all i.

5.3 Efficiency achieved. We are now prepared to state efficiency of pleated

surfaces formally.

Proposition 5.4. Let p: Fg —> PSL2(C) be a Schottky group such that N —

H*/p(Fg) is homeomorphic to the interior of S x I. If p: (S, x) —> N is a

pleated surface (homotopic to S x {j}) with a maximal finite leaved pleating

locus X whose only closed leaves are components of the boundary, such that

¡N(dS) < B and c is any current on S with Sds(c) > e, then there exists a

constant C > 0 (depending only on e, B, and the topological type of S) such
that

In(c) < /t(c) < lN(c) + Ca(c, A).

Remark. (1) The restriction that c not wind too much about dS is necessary

since if some component of dS is homotopic to a thin part, going deep into

the thin part, traveling up the axis and then coming straight back out (which

is approximately what the representative of a curve which winds a lot about
the component does in the pleated surface) may be arbitrarily less efficient than
traveling across the boundary of the thin part. This phenomenon occurs when

we have a cyclic loxodromic subgroup which is geometrically close to a parabolic
group of rank 2. (See the discussion of this phenomenon in Thurston [39] or

Jorgensen-Marden [20].)

(2) The proof works equally well for any pleated surface p : S -> N (into any

hyperbolic 3-manifold N) with a maximal finite-leaved pleating locus A such

that (S,dS,p) is doubly incompressible (see below).
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Proof of 5.4. The proof is virtually the same as in Thurston's proof of efficiency

of pleated surfaces in quasi-Fuchsian groups (see [37]). As this proof has not

been published we will give a self-contained proof. We will follow Thurston's

proof taking care to point out the (very few) places where the proof differs.

We will also give a longer exposition of Thurston's use of the relative uniform

injectivity theorem in hopes of clarifying matters.

Notice that it is only necessary to prove the statement of the lemma for closed

curves, since any current with ôgs(c) > e may be approximated by finite unions

of closed curves with the same property and length is continuous on W(N) and

alternation number is continuous on W(S) (which is identified with W(N)).

The main tool is the relative uniform injectivity theorem [38]. (The proof of

the relative uniform injectivity theorem is a straightforward generalization of

the proof of the uniform injectivity theorem in [36].) We first must recall the

definition of a doubly incompressible map. Let A be a 3-manifold, f: S -y N

a map of a compact surface (possibly with boundary) into N, and Ic5 an

(embedded) system of nontrivial homotopically distinct simple closed curves

on S including all components of dS. Then (S, X, f) is said to be doubly

incompressible if
(a) there are no essential immersed annuli with boundary in S - X ,

(b) any compressible curve in S intersects X at least three times (i.e. if y

is any homotopically nontrivial curve on S such that f(y) is homotopically

trivial in N then y intersects X at least three times), and

(c) every maximal abelian subgroup of nx(S - X) is mapped to a maximal

abelian subgroup of nx(N).
(A mapping h: (A, dA) —> (A, f(S)) is said to be an essential immersed

annulus if dh: dA -» f(S) can be written as f o dho where dho: dA —» S,
and h cannot be homotoped by homotopy of pairs H to a map h' : (A, dA) -»

(A, f(S)) in such a way that dH: dAx I -y f(S) can be written as fodH0

where dHo'. dA x I —> S.)
Notice that (S, dS, p) is doubly incompressible.

Theorem 5.5 (Thurston [38]). Let S be a compact surface, and X a collection
of nontrivial, homotopically distinct simple closed curves on S which includes

all boundary components. Let B and eo be positive constants. Among all

pleated surfaces p: (S, x) —> A (N a variable hyperbolic manifold) pleated

along laminations X containing X, where (S, X, f) is doubly incompressible

and the total length of X in N is less than B, the associated projective maps

P: A —» P(A) are uniformly injective on the eo-thick part of S. That is for every

ex > 0 there is a ô > 0 such that for any such x, N, X and p and for any two

points x and y £ X whose injectivity radius is greater than eo, if d(x, y) > ex

then d(P(x), P(y)) > Ô.

Since c does not contain a closed leaf of A, we know that a(X, c) > 0 and

there is a chain of length a(X, c) consisting of leaves of A on which there are

boundary intersections with c. We may then form a piecewise geodesic curve

in the homotopy class of c consisting of a(X, c) segments of A and a(X, c)

"jumps" across S - X. We now describe Thurston's algorithm for doing this

efficiently.

Let F be a strip of constant width, Thurston uses .5 , about c in (S, x) =

H2 . By orienting c we may obtain a notion of whether a point in x £ R lies
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Figure 2. A picture of the polygonal approximation m

in the proof of Proposition 5.4.

to the left or right of a point y £ R. Since every point in F lies on a geodesic

segment of length one perpendicular to c, we may say that x lies to the right

of y if the geodesic segment x lies on is to the right of the geodesic segment
y lies on. The leaves of A passing through the boundary intersection points of

A with c give us an infinite chain of geodesies g¡, i = [-oo • • • oo], connecting

the two endpoints of c, with endpoints of successive geodesies meeting at S^ .

Let a, be the leftmost endpoint of F n g¡ and b¡ the rightmost (if a, and
bj lie on the same geodesic segment perpendicular to c, we arbitrarily choose
one endpoint to be leftmost and the other rightmost). Let A¡ and F, be the

(hyperbolic) perpendicular projections of a, and b¡ to c. Then A¡ lies to the
left of Ai+X , Bj lies to the left of B¡+x . Moreover, if Ai+X lies to the right of
Bj the distance between them is bounded from above by an a priori constant

Q.
If F, lies to the right of Ai+X, let x¡+\ be the point on gi+x whose perpen-

dicular projection to c is F,, otherwise let x¡+\ = a¡+x . (This is to make sure
that we always make forward progress in F.)

Now define a polygonal path m c H2 to consist of the geodesic segments

■ • • bi-iXi • Xibi ■ ■ ■

Xjbi lies on A and b¡-XXj is a "jump" of length at most 1 + Co and the length

of bi-XXi • biXi is at most 2 + Q more than the distance from F, to Bi+X.

Everything is defined equivariantly so m projects to a polygonal curve m on

(S, x). m consists of a(X, c) segments on leaves of A plus a(X, c) "jumps"

from one leaf to another of length < 1 + Co. Moreover,

lx(c)<lx(m)<lx(c) + Cxa(X,c)

where Ci = 2 + Co. See Figure 2.
In order to be able to make use of the relative uniform injectivity theorem

we need to alter m so that it makes no jumps in (S, T)thin(£'), where e' is
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associated to e as in Lemma 5.2. First notice that m does not enter any e'-

thin parts corresponding to components of dS, by the above assumption on

Sgs(c). Thus any time m enters a component of (S, T)thin(e') either it winds

about and comes out the side it came in or it winds about and goes through.

(The main technical difference between our proof and Thurston's is that we

have to allow the possibility that m enters a thin part winds about and comes

out the same side, this forced us to introduce ôgs(c) to measure how deep m

may enter a thin part corresponding to a component of dS.)

If it winds about and comes out the same side we project the whole picture

onto the boundary of the component of (S, T)thin(£-). If it goes through we

project all the jumps onto one boundary of the component of (S, T)thin(S') (i.e.

we make sure that it makes all its jumps either right before entering the thin

part or right after leaving the thin part). We then form a new polygonal curve

n by homotoping each of the new jumps to a geodesic arc, without moving the
endpoints. Notice that no jump of our new polygonal curve n may wind more

than once about the boundary of the component of (S, T)thin(£^ , so it has length

at most some constant F, where F may be taken to be the maximal length

of any boundary component of (S, T)thin(e'). Moreover, at each stage we have

increased the length by at most F times the number of jumps.

To summarize, we have now produced a polygonal curve n on (S, x) which

consists of at most a(X, c) segments on leaves of A, and at most a(X, c) jumps

of length at most K = max{ 1 + Co, R} all of which have their endpoints in the

e'-thick part of (S, x). Notice that n is also polygonal in A and that

lx(c) < lN(n) < lx(c) + C2a(X, c)

where C2 = 2 + Co + F.
We now construct a pleated annulus A realizing the homotopy between n

and the geodesic c* in N in the free homotopy class of c, by straightening

and spinning a triangulation of the homotopy between c* and n . The resulting

annulus has area less than 2na(X, c), since it is made up of 2a(X, c) hyperbolic
triangles. (We could also have made use of simplicial hyperbolic annuli as

in [7].) We will cut n up into pieces and use hyperbolic geometry and the

relative uniform injectivity theorem to control the length of each of the pieces

by In(c*) and a(X, c). This formulation of the argument is reminiscent of

similar arguments in Bonahon [7].

Let F = max{ 1 + Co, F} be as above. We now choose D < K with the

following two properties:

(Dl) Let q, ß, and y be any 3 nonintersecting geodesic arcs in H2 of

length at least F and x £ a, y £ ß, and z £ y all lie at least a distance y

away from either endpoint of the arc they lie on. Then d(x, y) < 2D, implies

d(x, z) > 2D.
(D2) Let a and ß be any two geodesic arcs in H3 of length at least F

in H3, such that if x 6 a then there exists y £ ß such that d(x, y) <

D. If d(x,y) < D, then d(P(x), P(y)) < ô where P: aU ß -» P(H3) is
the associated projective map and ô is obtained from the relative uniform

injectivity theorem by taking both eo and ei to be e'.

We will say that a point x £ n is in «o if it lies within y of one of the

endpoints of the geodesic arc it lies within. Notice that every "jump" of n is

contained entirely within «0 and that there are at most a(X, c) components of
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«o • Moreover,

l(n0) <2Ka(X,c).

We will say that a point x £ (n - no) is in nx if there exists a vertex v of n

such that d(x, v) < D where distance is measured in the intrinsic hyperbolic

metric on A . Notice that, by property (Dl), that each vertex lies within D of
at most two segments of n - no and that the portion of each such segment which

lies within D of v has length < 2D. Therefore there are at most 4a(X,c)

components of nx and thus

l(nx)<Wa(X, C).

We will further say that a point x £ n - (no U «0 is in n2 if the geodesic

segment px perpendicular to n beginning at x (and ending when it first reaches

dA) has length > D. Let F2 denote the set of points which lie on a geodesic

segment px perpendicular to n and originating at a point x £ n2 . Since any

point in F2 lies within D of at most 2 points in n2, we see that area(F2) >

/(n2)f. Thus,
2area(^)     4tt .

l(n2) <-2)       - ~oa^ ' c) ■

Let a be a component of n - (n0 U nx U n2). We will say that y 6 d(a) if

there exists x £ a such that the geodesic segment px perpendicular to n and

originating at x terminates at y. By construction d(a) lies entirely on one

segment of dA (as it contains no vertices). Moreover, let Ra denote the set of

points in A which lie on geodesic segments perpendicular to n and originating

in a. Notice that, by property (Dl), no point of A lies in more than two such

regions. If one of a's endpoints x lies in n2 then px has length D and Ra

contains a right triangle whose two shorter sides have length D and 1(a). Since

there are at most 5a(A, c) components of noli nx, there are at most 5a(X, c)
components of n — (no U nx U n2) with both endpoints on «o U nx .

Let /Î3 denote the set of components of n - (no U nx U n2) which have length

< K. If a is a component of n-y, with at least one endpoint on n2 , then FQ has

area at least as great as the right triangle with sides D and 1(a), in particular

there exists C3 such that area(Fa) > C$l(a). Also, recall that there are at most

5a(A, c) components of «3 with both endpoints on n0 U nx . Thus,

,.    ,     area(A)     CTjr ,.     .      ( 2n      _„\    .,
Z(«3) <     2¿     + 5Fa(A, c) < Í 2^r + 5KJ a(X, c).

If a is acomponent of «-(noU/7.iU«2U«3) with at least one endpoint in n2

then the area of Ra is greater than the area G of the right triangle with sides

D and F, so there are at most C$a(X, c) components of n - (no U nx U n2 U «3)

where Q = || + 5 . See Figure 3.
Let ZI4 denote the collection of components a of «-(zzoUzzi U/22U/13) such

that d(a) lies in n . Let q be a component of «4 , Xi and x2 be the endpoints

of a, and yx and y2 be the endpoints of d(a). Recall that by property (D2)

that d(P(Xi),P(y¡)) < ô for both i = 1 and z^= 2. Since p: S -y N is

doubly incompressible the set of components of Sthin(£') maps injectively into

the components of Athin(£-), so both a and d(a) are contained entirely within

•Sthick(e') • Therefore, by the relative uniform injectivity theorem, there exists

a path y i on S of length e' joining x, to y,, and a portion r, of n such
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Figure 3. The pleated annulus A, nearly parallel por-

tions of n look like "crowns" and produce shortenings

of n in S.

that r¡ U y¡ bounds a disk on S (for both i = 1 and i = 2). Now either rx

or r2 contains both a and d(a), so we may assume that rx does. Then yx

may be used to shorten the length of n on S by at least 21(a) - e'. But since

l(n) - l(c*) < C2a(X, c) and there are at most C^X, C) components of «4,

C2
l(n*) < -^-a(X, c) + e'C4a(X, c).

Let n5 denote n - (no U nx U n2 U «3 U «4). If a is a component of «5,

then d(a) c c* and l(d(a)) > 1(a) -2D. So if cg00d denotes the portion of

c* which lies in d(a) for some component a of «5, then

/(¿good) > /(«s) - 2FC4a(A, c).

Now bringing all this together,

l(n5) = l(n) - l(n0) - l(nx) - l(n2) - l(n3) - l(n4)

4n
> l(n) - 2Fa(A, c) - SDa(X, c) - — a(X, c)

a(X,c)- (Q- + e'cAa(X,c)
'2?r

C3

>l(n)-C5a(X, c)

(for some constant C5). Therefore,

l{c*) > /(¿good) > l(n5) - 2DC4a(X, c)

> l(n) - C5a(X, c) - 2DCAa(X, c)

which establishes our claim.

6. The proof

We are now in a position to finish the proof of our main theorem.

Proof of Main Theorem. Extend 95 to a maximal lamination A on S, by

adding finitely many infinite geodesies which spiral, at each end, about some
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component of d S. Let p¡: (S, x¡) —> A be the pleated surface in A, with

pleating locus A (where t, is the hyperbolic structure on S induced by pleating
along A in A,).

Recall from Corollary 3.5 that there exists a sequence of currents c¡ — F(p¡)

converging to a Masur domain current c = F(p) such that In,(cí) converges

to 0. We claim that there exists some e such that ôgs(Ci) > e for all i. If

not, the geometric limit of the supports of c¡ would contain some component

of (dS)*, but then the geometric limit of the supports of p¡ would contain

a closed leaf homotopic (in Hg) to a component of dS. But the geometric

limit of the supports of p¡ contains the support of p, thus p may be extended

to a measured lamination p' whose support contains a closed leaf homotopic

to a component of dS by simply putting the counting measure on the closed

leaf. But then p' would lie in the Masur domain, since p does, which would

contradict Lemma 4.2.

Now by Proposition 5.4,

lx,(ci)<lNi(ci) + Ca(X,cl).

Thus, by Proposition 4.6, {t,} converges (up to subsequence) in the Fricke

space ¿7~(S). But since S carries the entire homotopy, this implies that {p¡}

converges (up to subsequence) in AH(Hg). More explicitly, we may think of

Pi as a representation p¡: nx(S) —y Isom+(H3) and the hyperbolic structure x¡

determines a representation p¡: nx(S) -» Isom+(H2). Let p¡: H2 —► H3 cover

Pi, the fact that p¡ is an equivariant isometry implies that

dnÁPi(y){Pi{x)), P,(x)) < dw(pi(y)(x), x)

for all y £ nx(S) and any x £ H2. The fact that we may find a convergent

subsequence {ßj} of {/),} , implies that for any finite set of generators {y¿} of

nx(S) and any point x e H2 there exists F such that

dw(Pj(Yk)(x), x) < K

for all j and k . Therefore,

dnÁPÁrk){Pj(x)) - PjW) < K

for all j and k , which implies that we may choose a subsequence of p¡ which

converges. (Recall that we are at each stage allowed to normalize the picture so

that Pj(x) lies at the origin in the Poincaré ball model for H3.)

We may also state a version of our result which has purely internal assump-

tions.

Theorem 6.1. Let {/?,•} be a sequence of Schottky groups. If Hg = Sxl, and c is

a binding current on S, such that ôds(c) > e (for some e > 0), and In,(c) ^ K

and ¡N¡((dS)*) < K for all i and some K > 0, then {/?,} has a convergent
subsequence in AH(Hg).

This entire discussion can be formulated in the language of R-trees. Given a

divergent sequence in AH(Hg), we may choose a subsequence whose limit may

be thought of as an action (by isometries) of Fg on an R-tree (see Morgan-

Shalen [29]). If, in this sequence, the traces of the representatives of the gener-

ators of nx(dS) are bounded, the resulting action is dual to a measured lam-

ination on 5 (see Morgan-Otal [28] or Skora [35]).  Bestvina [5] and Paulin
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[34] have shown that this tree arises as the geometric limit of the associated hy-

perbolic manifolds with appropriate scaling constants (which converge to zero).

We may interpret this as saying that the length (in A) of any current (on S)

which intersects the limiting measured lamination also goes to infinity. (To

make this interpretation rigorous requires, I think, something analogous to our
efficiency of pleated surfaces.) Thus, no Masur domain lamination can have

bounded length over the entire sequence.

Using this approach J. P. Otal has proved Thurston's conjecture for Schottky

groups of genus 2. He uses the fact that actions of the free group on two

generators on R-trees are particularly well understood.
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